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Abstract: To reach optimal/better conceptual designs of energy systems, key design variables
should be optimized/adapted with system layouts, which may contribute significantly to system
improvement. Layout improvement can be proposed by combining system analysis with engineers’
judgments; however, optimal flowsheet synthesis is not trivial and can be best addressed by
mathematical programming. In addition, multiple objectives are always involved for decision makers.
Therefore, this paper reviews progressively the methodologies of system evaluation, optimization,
and synthesis for the conceptual design of energy systems, and highlights the applications to
thermal power plants, which are still supposed to play a significant role in the near future.
For system evaluation, both conventional and advanced exergy-based analysis methods, including
(advanced) exergoeconomics are deeply discussed and compared methodologically with recent
developments. The advanced analysis is highlighted for further revealing the source, avoidability,
and interactions among exergy destruction or cost of different components. For optimization and
layout synthesis, after a general description of typical optimization problems and the solving methods,
the superstructure-based and -free concepts are introduced and intensively compared by emphasizing
the automatic generation and identification of structural alternatives. The theoretical basis of the most
commonly-used multi-objective techniques and recent developments are given to offer high-quality
Pareto front for decision makers, with an emphasis on evolutionary algorithms. Finally, the selected
analysis and synthesis methods for layout improvement are compared and future perspectives
are concluded with the emphasis on considering additional constraints for real-world designs and
retrofits, possible methodology development for evaluation and synthesis, and the importance of
good modeling practice.

Keywords: advanced exergy-based analysis; superstructure-based; superstructure-free; mathematical
programming; flowsheet synthesis; multi-objective optimization; thermal power plants
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1. Introduction

Thermal power plants are normally considered as the power stations, which produce electric
power by various working-fluid based Rankine/combined cycles utilizing heat from different sources,
e.g., fossil fuels, nuclear, solar and geothermal energy. Commonly-used working fluids for Rankine
cycle are mainly water/steam for large-scale applications and high-temperature heat source, and
various organic fluids for small-scale applications and intermediate-/low-grade heat. From the
heat-source perspective, thermal power plants can be classified to coal-fired power, nuclear power,
concentrated solar power, geothermal power, etc. However, as a usual term, thermal power plants
mainly refer to those with fossil fuels (coal and natural gas). Particularly, coal-fired power will still
contribute 40% to the total world electricity generation in 2020 [1], even with the current circumstance of
fast growing of low-emission renewable power [2,3]. More importantly, to cope with the increasing
injection of intermittent renewable power while maintaining stable and secure grid operation, thermal
power plants are expected to operate flexibly by allowing faster load shifting [4], before large-scale
technologies for electrical storage, e.g., power-to-gas [5], become widely available and affordable [6].
Therefore, in the foreseeable future, thermal power plants will continue to contribute the most in power
generation sector. Regarding this context, state-of-the-art thermal power plants and trends of system
development and integration are summarized by focusing on large-scale coal-fired power plants.

Coal-fired power plants have gone through nearly one hundred years of development.
Key technology progress was mainly originated from the milestones of material improvement
(Figure 1). Ferritic steel allows steam temperature below around 580 ◦C with the matched
main steam pressure of around 250 bar. Austinite steel, about 20% of total steel applied to
high-temperature components (final superheaters and reheaters, first stages of steam turbines) can
push the temperatures of main and reheat steam up to 620 ◦C with the steam pressure of around 280 bar.
Further using Ni-based steel (20%) together with austinite steel (25%) can enable plant operation with
the steam temperature as high as 720 ◦C. The current trend of technology development is toward higher
steam parameters (temperature and pressure) and larger generating capacity (over GW level). The
next generation technology, advanced ultra-supercritical power plants, aiming at steam temperatures
over 700 ◦C and pressures over 350 bar [7,8], has been under intensive R&D since the mid-1990s and
promises to constitute a benchmark plant with a design efficiency of approximately 50%.
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Pulverized-coal power plants are based on the classical Rankine cycle. The efficiency of an ideal
Rankine cycle (ηideal) is determined by average temperatures of heat absorption (Ta,abs) and heat
release (Ta,rel) of the working fluid:

ηideal = 1−
Ta,rel

Ta,abs
, (1)

The higher the average temperature of heat absorption and the lower the average temperature of
heat release, the greater the cycle efficiency can be achieved. For condensing power plants, the average
temperature of heat release depends on local ambient conditions. Thus, to achieve a higher cycle
efficiency, the major means is to increase the average temperature of heat absorption, which can be
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achieved by increasing the temperatures of main and reheated streams, increasing the final feedwater
preheating temperature, adding more feedwater preheaters and employing multiple reheating [10,11].
For real-world Rankine-cycle-based coal power plants, the increase of the pressure level of main
steam and the reduction of thermodynamic inefficiencies occurring in real components (e.g., friction
loss and steam leakage in steam turbines) can improve the plant efficiency as well. These design
options for efficiency improvement have been considered during the development of future coal-fired
power plants.

Although the temperature increase of main and reheated steams can improve the plant efficiency,
it may lead to an overheating crisis of feedwater preheaters, especially those that extract superheated
steam from the turbines after reheating. In addition, the superheat degree of steam extractions indicates
incomplete steam expansion (i.e., the loss of work ability of the extracted steams). To address the
potential overheat crisis of feedwater preheaters and ensure the complete expansion of extracted
steams, a modified reheating scheme (Master Cycle [12]) has been proposed. The key idea of the
Master Cycle is to employ a secondary turbine (ET) that receives non-reheated steam, drives the boiler
feed pump, and supplies bled steam for feedwater preheaters, so that the superheat degrees of steam
extractions can be significantly reduced. However, the impact of introducing a secondary turbine on
the optimal design of the whole system has been limited studied [13,14].

New challenges lying ahead are associated with system-level integration. The integration
opportunity flourishes, as multiple fluids are involved with wide temperature ranges (Figure 2), e.g.,
flue gas (130–1000 ◦C), steam (35–700 ◦C), feedwater (25–350 ◦C) and air (25–400 ◦C). On the one hand,
there is a need to raise the heat utilization to the level of the overall system, which has not been
achieved yet due to independent designs of the boiler and turbine subsystems. On the other hand,
the integration of many available technologies or concepts, which deliver a significant improvement
in overall plant efficiency, becomes possible. The options include topping or bottoming cycles
(such as the CO2-based closed Brayton cycle or the organic Rankine cycle [15]), low-grade waste
heat recovery from flue gas [16], low-rank coal pre-drying [17], multiple heat sources (especially solar
thermal energy [18–20]), etc. In addition, pollutant-removal technologies, particularly for CO2 capture,
should be considered as well.
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Therefore, except for those fundamental considerations for the design of thermal power plants
itself, such as employing more stages of reheating, increasing feedwater preheating temperature
and implementing more feedwater preheaters, the future design concept of thermal power plants
emphasizes system-level synthesis for integrating many available advantageous technologies (Figure 2).
The question is then to find the best integration of multiple technologies considered by a systematic,
effective synthesis and optimization method.
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System synthesis and evaluation are at the heart of the overall system design of thermal power
plants. The synthesis methods enable the engineers to create novel conceptual system designs, which
are then evaluated with respect to various criteria for suggesting further improvements. In Sections 2–4,
recent developments of thermodynamic evaluation methods (particularly exergy-based analysis
method), optimization and synthesis approaches of both design/operating parameters and system
layouts of energy systems are reviewed, respectively. The most influential methods, which are
frequently used in literature and represent the state-of-the-art, are introduced with more details.
To support comprehensive decision making with multiple objective functions, the techniques to
handle multi-objective optimization are reviewed in Section 5. Therefore, this review provides a
comprehensive and comparative view of these analysis and optimization methodologies with a
summary and discussion of their applications to thermal power plants. A perspective for the future
development, implementation, combination, and application of these methodologies is given in
Section 6. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Analysis of Energy Systems

The analysis of energy systems is a prerequisite for identifying the design imperfections and
promoting improvement strategies, which is mainly based on energy analysis and exergy analysis.
Energy analysis is obtained from the first law of thermodynamics and focuses on the quantity of
energy, which has been carried out by many researchers over the past decades [21]. However, energy
analysis only focuses on the quantity of energy and fails to identify any inefficiency in an adiabatic
process [22]. While combing the concept of exergy, the exergy analysis considers also the quality of
energy and then enhances the energy-based analysis. Detailed methods for physical and chemical
exergies of different types of material flows, work and heat flows have been discussed in [23]. Here,
the exergy-based analysis is mainly discussed for identifying the true performance of the considered
components and systems.

This section is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, basic concept, indicators and short history of
exergy analysis are given, which is further extended to exergoeconomic analysis in Section 2.2 by
combining economic evaluation, and advanced exergy and exergoeconomic analyses in Section 2.3
by splitting exergy destruction (cost) based on their sources and avoidability. In Section 2.4,
the application of exergy-based analysis to thermal power plants is summarized. Finally, the limitations
of system evaluation are given in Section 2.5.

2.1. Exergy Analysis

All real processes are irreversible as their occurrence is driven by non-equilibrium forces,
leading to thermodynamic inefficiencies inside the process boundaries (destruction (D) of exergy)
and those across the process boundaries (loss (L) of exergy). An exergy analysis identifies the spatial
distribution of thermodynamic inefficiencies within an energy system, pinpoints the components and
processes with high irreversibilities, thus highlights the areas of improvement for the system [24].

The formulation of an exergy analysis usually includes exergy balance equations of the total
system, a subsystem or a single component, which can be based on the incoming and outgoing
exergy flows or the fuel (F) and product (P) definitions. In addition, by properly selecting the system
boundaries, exergy losses occur only at the system level.

The key indicator of exergy analysis, exergetic efficiency, can be defined in many different
ways [25], but the most accepted is introduced by Tsatsaronis in [26] as the following formulation:

ε =
.
EP.
EF

= 1−
.
ED/

.
EF, (2)

where the subscripts F, P and D represent fuel exergy, product exergy and exergy destruction.
The exergy destruction can identify the spatial and temporal distribution and magnitude of
thermodynamic inefficiencies within an energy system.
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The earliest contributions of exergy-based analysis can be dated back to the 1970s. Kotas et al. [27]
pointed out that not all inefficiencies could be avoided due to the physical and economic constraints.
Generally, the system analysis, particularly with exergy analysis, is the first step to understand the
overall system performance. Singh and Kaushik [28] studied the optimization of Kalina cycle coupled
with a coal-fired steam power plant by revealing the inherent mechanism on the impact of the ammonia
mass fraction and turbine inlet pressure to the thermal efficiency. Some other applications can also
be found in [29–32]. There are also several applications of exergy analysis for the next generation
technology of advanced ultra-supercritical power plants, such as 700 ◦C-advanced plants, e.g., [33].

2.2. Exergoeconomic Analysis

Exergoeconomic analysis provides a deep understanding of costs related to equipment and
thermodynamic inefficiencies as well as their interconnections and considers the interaction between
the components and the whole system by unit costs of exergy flows and those of exergy destructions,
thus tells us how we could iteratively improve the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the system [26].
More importantly, in an exergoeconomic optimization, individual optimization of system components
decomposed from the whole optimization problem is made possible. This decomposition relies on
the statement that exergy is the only rational basis for the costs of energy flows and the inefficiencies
within a system [26].

Major theoretical fundamentals of exergoeconomics have been established during the 1980s and
1990s. The term exergoeconomics was coined by Tsatsaronis [26], referred to as an exergy-aided
cost-reduction method [34]. Key contributions of exergoeconomics came from a number of researchers,
such as Tsatsaronis and Winhold [35,36], Tsatsaronis and Pisa [37], Tsatsaronis et al. [38], Lazzaretto and
Tsatsaronis [39,40], Valero et al. [41–43], Valero and Torres [44], Valero et al. [45], Lozano and Valero [46],
Frangopoulos [47–50], von Spakovsky [51], von Spakovsky and Evans [52], von Spakovsky [53], etc.
These works can be classified as accounting and calculus methods [54].

2.2.1. Accounting Methods

The accounting approaches aim at understanding the formation of product costs, evaluating the
performance of components and the system, and improving the system iteratively. To obtain unknown
costs of all exergy flows, a set of algebraic equations are built. The equation set consists of cost balance
equations associated with each unit (a component or a set of components of the system) and auxiliary
cost equations that are needed for the units, of which the number of output streams is larger than
the number of input streams. Evaluation of the equation set starts from the known costs of all input
resources. With the costs of all exergy flows known, several exergoeconomic variables associated with
each unit are calculated for performance evaluation and system improvement [37,38].

The allocation of costs to internal flows and products are mostly performed on the monetary basis
(sometimes on exergetic cost basis [43]). The monetary cost of an exergy flow usually is accounted by
the average cost associated with different exergy forms (thermal, mechanical and chemical) [40,55].
A systematic, generic and easy-to-use methodology, the specific exergy costing (SPECO) method, has
been proposed by Lazzaretto and Tsatsaronis [56], which has been the milestone of the accounting
methods. In the SPECO method, cost balance equations of each unit include the cost flow rates
associated with capital amortization from an economic accounting, while fuel and product definitions
and auxiliary cost equations are developed at the component level and in the most complex case
considering the separate components of exergy. This approach has become the most widely accepted
exergoeconomic analysis method even for complex energy systems (e.g., [57–60]) and has combined
with mathematical algorithms for iterative optimization (e.g., [61–63]).

2.2.2. Calculus Methods

The calculus methods serve directly for mathematical cost minimization. The central idea
is to closely approach thermoeconomic isolation, by means of thermoeconomic decomposition,
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for quickly and accurately assessing the effect of a certain parameter on the system performance
without optimizing the whole problem (local optimization) [50]. Different decomposition approaches,
i.e., the thermoeconomic functional analysis [47,48,50,64], Engineering Functional Analysis [51–53]
and Three-Link Approach [65,66], have been developed for energy systems of different levels of
design detail.

When the method of Lagrange multipliers is applied to the optimization algorithm, such as
in the thermoeconomic functional analysis, the system is first decomposed by a functional analysis
into units (the functional diagram [50], which is, in fact, the productive structure), each one of
which has one specific function with a single exergy product. Then, the cost objective function is
reformulated by adding a summation of Lagrange multipliers-weighted exergy products of all units.
Thus, the multipliers do have their physical meaning: marginal costs of the exergy flow in the functional
diagram. Introducing the marginal costs makes the problem readily solved by sequential algorithms.

However, the marginal costs are difficult to interpret regarding the process of cost formation [67],
thus these methods are unable to reveal the physical and economic interrelationships among the
components [47]. In addition, thermoeconomics decomposition becomes limited when complex
systems are considered and less necessary due to the rapid developments of direct mathematical
optimization tools and computation ability. Therefore, there have been no new developments or
interesting applications of these calculus methods in recent years.

2.2.3. Recent Developments

In general, the maturity of exergoeconomics is marked by the SPECO method [56]; however,
methodological and fundamental discussions have still been continued. One recent focus is the cost
accounting associated with dissipative components, i.e., those whose productive purpose is neither
intuitive nor easy to define. Torres [68] and Seyyedi et al. [69] discussed the mathematical basis and
different criteria for cost assessment and formation process of the residues, and suggested that the
costs entering a dissipative component should be charged to the productive component responsible
for the residue. Piacentino and Cardona [70] introduced the Scope-Oriented Thermoeconomics, which
identified cost allocation criteria for dissipative components, based on a possible non-arbitrary concept
of Scope, and classified the system components by Product Maker/Product Taker but not by the
classical dissipative/productive concepts. The subsequent optimization application, i.e., [71], presented
that the method enabled to disassemble the optimization process and to recognize the formation
structure of optimality, i.e., the specific influence of any thermodynamic and economic parameter in
the path toward the optimal design. Banerjee et al. [72] proposed an extended thermoeconomics to
allow for revenue-generating dissipative units and discussed the true cost of electricity for systems
with such potential. Despite these, it seems that the choice of the best residue distribution among
possible alternatives is still an open research line.

Efforts were also made to enhance the ability of exergoeconomics. Paulus and Tsatsaronis [73]
formulated the auxiliary equations for specific exergy revenues based on SPECO, and presented
“the highest price one would be willing to pay per unit of exergy is the value of the exergy”. Cardona
and Piacentino [74] extended exergoeconomics to analyze and design energy systems with continuously
varying demands and environmental conditions. Moreover, an advanced exergoeconomic analysis,
developed by the research group of Tsatsaronis [75–78], is capable of identifying the sources and
availability of capital investments and exergy-destruction costs.

With these fundamental research, exergoeconomic analysis had a wide application on the thermal
power plant recently. Rashidi and Yoo [79] analyzed a power-cooling cogeneration system from
an exergoeconomic point of view to obtain the unit cost of power-cooling generation and the most
exergy destruction location of the system. Sahin et al. [80] carry out exergoeconomic analysis for a
combined cycle power plant. Different weighting factors were applied to energy efficiency, exergy
efficiency, levelized cost and investment cost in three different scenarios; namely, the conventional case,
the environmental conscious case, and the economical conscious case. Thus, the optimization of the
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size and configuration is depended on the user priorities. Ahmadzadeh et al. [81] applied the SPECO
approach to evaluate the cost of a solar driven combined power and ejector refrigeration system.
A genetic algorithm was used in their optimization process with the total cost rate as the objective
function. Baghsheikhi [82] used a soft computing system to realize the real-time exergoeconomic
optimization of a steam power plant, which was developed based on experts’ knowledge and
experiences regarding the exergoeconomic performance and features of the proposed power plant.
It is proved to be an efficient method for real-time optimal response to the variation of operating
condition. In [83], the exergoeconomic analysis was conducted to an existing ultra-supercritical
coal-fired power plant for giving a promising solution for future design by using total revenue
requirement (TRR) and the specific exergy costing (SPECO) methods for economic analysis and
exergy costing.

2.3. Advanced Exergy-Based Analysis

When attempting to reduce thermodynamic inefficiencies within a system, additional factors
must be taken into account: (a) Not all inefficiencies can be avoided [27], due to physical and
economic constraints. The technical possibilities of exergy savings (i.e., the avoidable inefficiencies) of
a component or system are always lower than the corresponding theoretical limit of thermodynamic
exergy savings [46]. (b) The components in an energy system are not isolated whereas interactions
among them always exist. Thus, part of the exergy destruction within a component is, in general,
caused by the inefficiencies of the remaining components of the system [84]. (c) The same amount of
exergy destruction within different components is not equivalent [27], because of different fundamental
mechanisms of irreversibility and the component-system interactions. In other words, the same
amount of decrease in exergy destruction within two different components has different impacts on
the overall fuel consumption of the system [46]. These issues, however, cannot be addressed by the
conventional exergy-based analysis.

Conventional exergy-based analysis can only identify the location and magnitude of inefficiencies,
while an advanced exergy analysis can further reveal the source and avoidability of the inefficiency [85].
Thus, as one solution, an advanced exergy (exergoeconomic) analysis has been developed continuously
since the last decade by Tsatsaronis and his coworkers [34,75–77,84–90], in which the exergy destruction
(and cost) within a system component are further split: the avoidable (AV) and unavoidable (UN) parts,
the endogenous (EN) and exogenous (EX) parts, and their combinations. Similarly, in the advanced
exergoeconomic analysis, not only the exergy destruction but also the investment cost for each system
component is split into avoidable/unavoidable and endogenous/exogenous parts [91].

2.3.1. Avoidable/Unavoidable Exergy Destruction and Cost

By employing technically feasible designs and/or operational enhancement, part of exergy
destruction and costs associated with a system or component can be avoided, thus this part is
considered as avoidable.

The estimation procedure has been initially discussed in [84,86]. Practically, the cost behavior
exhibited by most components is that the investment cost (

.
Z) per unit of product exergy increases with

decreasing exergy destruction (
.
ED) per unit of product exergy or with increasing efficiency [86]. Thus,

for the kth component, which is considered in isolation, if two limit states (Figure 3), one with extremely
large investment cost and one with extremely high thermodynamic inefficiency, can be estimated with

reasonably, then the unavoidable exergy destruction ratio (
.
ED/

.
EP)

UN
and the unavoidable investment

cost ratio (
.
Z/

.
EP)

UN
k with respect to per unit of product exergy could be determined:

.
E

UN
D,k =

.
EP,k·

( .
ED.
EP

)UN

k
, (3)
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.
Z

UN
k =

.
EP,k·

( .
Z.
EP

)UN

k
. (4)

Once the exergy destruction
.
E

UN
D,k and the cost

.
Z

UN
k are known, the avoidable parts can be obtained:

.
E

AV
D,k =

.
ED,k −

.
E

UN
D,k , (5)

.
Z

AV
k =

.
Zk −

.
Z

UN
k . (6)

In general, both extreme states for the ratios (
.
ED/

.
EP)

UN
k and (

.
Z/

.
EP)

UN
k are not industrially

achievable; however, they can be simulated by adjusting a set of thermodynamic parameters associated
with the considered component, including the parameters of incoming and outgoing streams, and the
key design parameters of the component itself.
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theoretical conditions: The considered component under its real condition is connected with a
thermodynamically-reversible operated black-box, which makes the determination of each endogenous
exergy destruction fairly easy. Note that the ideal operation of the black-box scales the mass flow
rates of all streams and may change the thermodynamic properties of streams flowing into and out of
the considered component.

The endogenous investment cost of the kth component (
.
Z

EN
k ) is reasonably determined by

exergy product at the theoretical condition and the investment cost per unit exergy product at the
real condition:

.
Z

EN
k =

.
E

EN
P,k ·(

.
Z/

.
EP)k (7)

Subsequently, the endogenous part is obtained:

.
Z

EX
k =

.
Zk −

.
Z

EN
k . (8)

2.3.3. Combination of the Two Exergy-Destruction Splits

All possible splits of exergy destructions within each component as well as the related costs are
given in Figure 4. The primary splits are endogenous/exogenous (split 1) and avoidable/unavoidable
(split 2). Considering the endogenous/exogenous split for unavoidable exergy destruction/cost yields
the split 3b with unavoidable-endogenous and unavoidable-exogenous parts calculated as follows:

.
E

UN,EN
D,k =

.
E

EN
P,k ·

( .
ED/

.
EP

)UN

k
, (9)

.
E

UN,EX
D,k =

.
E

UN
D,k −

.
E

UN,EN
D,k , (10)

.
Z

UN,EN
k =

.
E

EN
P,k ·

(
.
Z

UN
/

.
EP

)
k
, (11)

.
Z

UN,EX
k =

.
Z

UN
k −

.
Z

UN,EN
k . (12)
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.
Z

AV,EX
k =

.
Z

EX
k −

.
Z

UN,EX
k . (16)

Further insights can be obtained via the splits to consider the interaction between any two

components (
.
E

UN,EX,r
k and

.
E

AV,EX,r
k ,

.
Z

UN,EX,r
k and

.
Z

AV,EX,r
k ) and the effects of the remaining components

to the considered component (
.
E

UN,mexo
k and

.
E

AV,mexo
k ,

.
Z

UN,mexo
k and

.
Z

UN,mexo
k ).

An evaluation should consider all available data and be conducted in a comprehensive way. In
general, improvement efforts should be made to those components with relatively high avoidable
exergy destructions or costs. Besides, the sources of the avoidability are more reasonably identified
and the improvement or optimization will not be misguided.

2.4. Applications

2.4.1. Conventional Exergy-Based Analysis

There has been a misuse of the term “exergy analysis” for its application in literature: Some
references named with “exergy analysis” only calculated an overall exergy efficiency but did not
perform a component-based analysis. Component-based exergy analysis has been intensively
applied to various (coal-fired and gas-fired) thermal power plants with different capacities and
operating parameters since 1980s. We summarize below the major findings related to major types of
thermal power plants.

For coal-fired power plants ranging from 50–1440 MW, the overall exergy efficiency is reported
from 25–37%, for which the exergy efficiency of the turbine subsystem over 80% and that of the
boiler subsystem mostly below 50% [97]. All component-based analyses, e.g., [85,98], concluded
similarly that the overall exergy dissipation is mostly contributed by the boiler subsystems, followed
by the turbine subsystem and exergy losses. For modern coal-fired power plants, their exergy
destruction ratios are over around 70%, 10% and 10%, respectively [85]. The boiler subsystem is
mainly contributed by the combustion (around 70%) process and heat transfer (around 30%) process.
The turbine system is dominated by the turbine (around 50%), followed by the condenser (around
20%) and other components. It is also obtained that along the improvement of the operating pressure
and temperature, the overall efficiency is enhanced from 35 to over 40% for modern power plants,
with the exergy destruction ratio of the boiler subsystem greatly reduced.

For gas-fired power plants, the overall exergy efficiency, over 50% depending on the operating
parameters [99], is much higher than that of the coal-fired power plants. The major exergy destruction
comes from the reformer and combustor with their overall exergy destruction ratio over 65%, followed
by turbine, heat recovery system and air compressor, which contributed similarly by 4–8%. Varying
the flue gas temperature at the gas turbine inlet can significantly enhance the overall exergy efficiency,
almost 1 percentage point for each 50 ◦C increment.

For solar thermal power plants, the investigation of a 50 MWe parabolic trough plant [100] showed
that the major exergy destruction is dominated by the collector-receiver (over 80%), whose exergy
efficiency is as low as 39%. The remaining components, e.g., the boiler and turbine, contribute minor
to the overall exergy dissipation. Increasing turbine inlet pressure from 90 bar to 105 bar enhances
the overall exergy efficiency from 25.8% to 26.2%. The analysis of a solar tower power plant [101]
showed that the overall exergy destruction is mainly contributed by the collector (heliostat field,
33%) and the central receiver (44%), whose exergy efficiency is around 75% and 55%, respectively.
The overall efficiency of the considered solar tower power plants is around 24.5%, slightly lower
than those reported for the parabolic trough plant evaluated in [100]. It should be noted that the
performance of different types of solar collectors depends not only on the design itself but also the
local solar irradiation, which might be one reason for the efficiency difference mentioned above.

The component-based exergoeconomic analyses have been applied to various steam cycles
including subcritical or supercritical coal- and gas-fired power plants with the plant capacity
ranging from 150 MWe to 1000 MWe, as summarized in [102]. These analyses clearly reveal the
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formation process of the cost of the final product, e.g., Figure 5 for coal-fired power plants [102].
For coal-fired power plants as detailed analyzed in [83,102], The air preheater and furnace have
far less exergoeconomic factor indicating the related costs of these two components due to large
exergy destruction rates, while the relative cost differences of the heat surfaces in the boiler subsystem
are much larger than those of the turbine subsystem, mainly due to their high investment costs.
The exergoeconomic performance of the turbine stages can be improved by enhancing the stage design
and that of the feedwater preheater has a relatively small contribution from the investment costs.
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2.4.2. Advanced Exergy-Based Analysis

As summarized in Table 1, advanced exergy-based analysis has been initially (from 2006 to 2010)
applied to simple systems (e.g., refrigeration system [88] and liquefied natural gas fed cogeneration
system [89]) to assist the methodology development, particularly, proposing and comparing different
calculation methods. The developed advanced analysis methods have been intensively applied to
many different energy systems for various purposes, e.g., evaluating comparatively various power
plants with CO2 capture technologies [90,103–106], coal-fired power plants [85,107] with the anomalies
diagnosis [108,109], gas-fired power plants [106,110], and concentrated solar thermal and geothermal
power plants [98,111]. Most of them perform only advanced exergy analysis and only limited references
have done advanced exergoeconomic and exergo-environmental analyses.

For coal-fired thermal power plants reported in [85,103–107], the major findings from advanced
exergy analysis are (1) The contribution of the exogenous exergy destruction to the overall exergy
destruction differs significantly from one component to another from 10% (e.g., turbine stages
and boiler’s component) up to 30% (feedwater preheater). However, in [98], it is mentioned that
the exogenous exergy destruction obtained for the considered plant is directly proportional to the
association degree, which might be due to an improper calculation procedure. (2) A large part (35–50%)
of exergy destructions within heat exchangers and 30–50% within turbo-machines may be avoided;
while this number for feedwater preheater is around 20%. (3) It is also found that most of the avoidable
exergy destructions are endogenous; however, for some components, this number can be as high as
70%. The advanced exergoeconomics showed that around 10% of both total investment and exergy
destruction costs of the system are avoidable. The boiler contributes the largest avoidable investment
cost, while ST contributes the largest avoidable exergy destruction cost. For boiler’s heating surfaces,
steam turbine, most (over 60%) of the avoidable costs are endogenous, while for pumps and fans the
most parts are exogenous.
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Table 1. Summary of major applications of advanced exergy-based analysis for power plants.

Year Authors Applications Component-Based Advanced Exergy
Analysis

Advanced
Exergoeconomic

Analysis

Advanced
Exergoenvironmental

Analysis

2006–2009 Morosuk and Tsatsaronis
[88,93–95], Kelly et al. [76]

Absorption refrigeration
machine, gas-turbine

power plant

√ √

2010 Tsatsaronis [89] Liquefied natural gas fed
cogeneration system

√ √

2010–2012 Petrakopoulou et al.
[90,103–106,112]

Power plants with CO2
capture

√ √ √ √

2013 Yang et al. [85,107,113,114] Ultra-supercritical
coal-fired power plants

√ √

2013 Manesh [115] Cogeneration system
√ √ √ √

2014 Acikkalp et al. [110] Natural gas fed
power-generation facility

√ √

2015 Tsatsaronis [116] Gas-turbine-based
cogeneration system

√ √ √ √

2015 Bolatturk [117] Coal-fired power plants
√ √

2016 Zhu et al. [98] Solar tower aided coal-fired
power plant

√ √

2016 Gökgedik et al. [111] Degradation analysis of
geothermal power plant

√ √

2017 Wang and Fu et al.
[108,109]

Anomalies diagnosis of
thermal power plants

√ √
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For gas-fired thermal power plants/facility, it is reported in [104,110,115] that the combustion
chamber, the high-pressure steam turbine and the condenser have high improvement potentials
and the interactions between components are weak reflected by a contribution of the endogenous
exergy destruction of 70%, which seems quite different from that identified for coal-fired power plants.
The total avoidable exergy destruction is calculated as around 38% of the total.

2.5. Limitations

Analysis methods can evaluate thermodynamic inefficiencies of a specific system and potentially
guide parametric optimization of the analyzed system. These methods can assist the improvement of
system flowsheet if combining with engineers’ experience and judgments. However, they cannot,
at least until now, optimize the design and operating variables and generate structural alternatives
automatically and algorithmically, for which mathematical programming is usually needed for system
optimization and synthesis to be discussed in the following sections.

3. Optimization of Energy Systems

System analyses introduced in Section 2 cannot realize systematic and automatic design and
operational improvement of energy systems, which can be achieved via mathematical optimization.
A general optimization problem consists of an objective function to be minimized or maximized,
equality and/or inequality constraints, and the considered independent decision variables. For energy
systems, there are usually three types of decision variables [118], i.e., binary structural variables (s)
associated with the structure of the system, continuous or discrete design variables (d) related to
nominal characteristics and sizes of the system and the components, and continuous or discrete
operational variables (o) determining operation strategies at the system and/or component levels.
Note that structural variables (s) refers to the degrees of freedom in the system structure and will be
discussed in detail in Section 4 (synthesis of energy systems).

The optimization model discussed in this section can be formulated as follows:

min
d,o

f (d, o), (17)

s.t.h(d, o) = 0, (18)

g(d, o) ≤ 0, (19)

where f is the objective function, h and g represent the equality and inequality constraints.
Generally, the algorithms for different optimization problems can be divided into deterministic

algorithms and metaheuristic algorithms [119], most of which have been well developed with
various solving methods and solvers. Deterministic methods are usually solved by mathematical
approaches with or without the aid of special speed-up techniques associated with thermodynamics
or thermo-economics (e.g., [120]).

This section is organized as follows: Mathematical optimization is introduced in Section 3.1,
focusing on deterministic (Section 3.1.1) and meta-heuristic (Section 3.1.2) methods. Then, the application
to thermal power plants is summarized in Section 3.2 with insights on nonlinearity and integrity in
Section 3.2.1, scope and key results in Section 3.2.2, and limitations in Section 3.2.3.

3.1. Mathematical Optimization

Depending on whether discrete (i.e., integer) decision variables are incorporated, the optimization
problems are first classified as continuous and discrete. Then, considering the nature of functions
involved, important subclasses are further identified: (continuous) linear programming (LP),
(continuous) nonlinear programming (NLP), integer programming (IP), mixed integer linear
programming (MILP), mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP), generalized disjunctive
programming (GDP), etc.
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The algorithms for different optimization problems, either deterministic or metaheuristic [119],
have been well developed and exhaustively reviewed in many references, e.g., a comprehensive
description of the most effective methods in continuous optimization [121], an extensive review
on mathematical optimization for process engineering [122,123], recent advances in global
optimization [124], derivative-free algorithms for bound-constrained optimization problems [125,126],
and a broad coverage of the concepts, themes and instrumentalities of metaheuristics [119].
According to these, the basis of commonly used deterministic and metaheuristic optimization
algorithms associated with the scope of this review are briefly introduced below.

3.1.1. Deterministic Algorithms

For a specific input, a deterministic algorithm always passes through the same sequence of
the search pattern and converges potentially fast to the same result. The algorithms usually take
advantage of the analytical properties of the optimization problems; thus, the problems need to be
well formulated to avoid misguiding the search. However, for good formulations, particularly of
complex problems, the user may have to manually address some trivial issues [127], e.g., scaling of
(intermediate) variables and functions. In addition, the search may end up with bad local optimal
solutions for complex problems. The optimization of LP, if no global solution algorithm is used, is a
relatively mature field. For a well-conditioned linear problem with the abounded objective function,
the feasible region is geometrically a convex polyhedron, which implies a local extremum is always
globally optimal. The optimal solution, possibly not unique, is always attained at the boundary of the
feasible region. The optimality can be reached with a finite steps, from any feasible solution either at the
boundary (primal-dual simplex algorithms [128] or at the interior (interior point algorithms [129]) of
the feasible region. Several modern solvers, e.g., XPRESS, CPLEX, and IPOPT, are capable of handling
LP with an unlimited number of variables and constraints, subject to available time and memory.

For NLP problems, the optimal solution can basically occur anywhere in the feasible region. Most
NLP algorithms require derivative information of the objective function and constraints for efficiently
determining effective searching directions. Commonly used solvers are usually based on successive
quadratic programming (SQP), e.g., IPOPT, KNITRO, and SNOPT, which generate Newton-like steps
and need the fewest function evaluations, or generalized reduced gradient (GRG), e.g., GRG2 and
CONOPT, which work efficiently when function evaluations are relatively cheap.

MILP problems have a combinatorial feature and are usually NP-hard [130]. The solving
algorithms are mostly based on a branch-and-bound idea, which incorporates a systematic rooted-tree
enumeration of candidate solutions by “branch” and efficient eliminations of non-promising solutions
by “bound”. The algorithm can be further enhanced, as branch and cut, by introducing cutting planes
(linear inequities) to tighten the lower bound of LP relaxations. The best-known MILP solvers include
CPLEX, XPRESS.

Mixed integer nonlinear problems are also NP-hard. The solving idea is similar by generating
and tightening the bounds of the optimal solution value. The algorithms, generally branch-and-bound
or branch-and-cut like, rely on relaxations of the integrity to yield NLP subproblems and (linear)
relaxations of the nonlinearity [131].

There is another problem of the above-mentioned MINLP methods: when fixing certain discrete
variables as zero for branching or approximation, the redundant equations and intermediate variables
may cause singularities and poor numerical performance [132]. To circumvent this, GDP methods
have been developed as an alternative and receive increasing attention (see [133]). In GDP, the
combination of algebraic and logical equations is allowed, thus the representation of discrete decisions
is simplified. However, the algorithms for GDP are mostly under development (see [134]) and currently
only the LOGMIP software [135] is available.

In addition, state-of-the-art solvers for deterministic optimization have been highly integrated
with several well-developed high-level algebraic modeling environments, e.g., GAMS and AMPL,
tailored for complex, large-scale applications.
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3.1.2. Metaheuristic Algorithms

Metaheuristic algorithms are capable of escaping from local optima and robustly exploring a
decision space. Although the metaheuristics are still not able to guarantee the global optimality
for some classes of problems, e.g., MILP and MINLP, they can generally find sufficiently good
solutions. Commonly used algorithms mainly include single-solution based, e.g., simulated annealing,
tabu search, and population-based, e.g., evolutionary algorithms, ant colony optimization, and
particle swarm optimization. Moreover, metaheuristic algorithms can be applied to highly nonlinear
(even ill-conditioned) or black-box problems. The major disadvantages, however, include potential
slow speed of convergence, unclear termination criterion, incapability of certifying the optimality of
the solutions, and the potential need for designing problem-specific searching strategies.

In the following, the basis of population-based evolutionary algorithms is briefly introduced.
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs), inspired by biological evolution, are generic, stochastic, derivative-free,
population-based, direct search techniques. EAs can often outperform derivative-based deterministic
algorithms for complex real-world problems, even with multi-modal, non-continuous objective
function, incoherent solution space, and discrete decision variables; moreover, the global optimality,
although not guaranteed, can be closely approached by a limited number of function evaluations.

The basic run (Figure 6) of an evolution algorithm (EA) starts from an initialization, in which a
set of candidate solutions (population and individuals) are proposed and evaluated for assigning the
fitnesses (the objective function value, if feasible; otherwise, a penalty value). Afterward, for evolving
the current parent population to an offspring population, the algorithm starts an iteration loop:
parent selection, recombination (crossover), mutation, evaluation and offspring selection. To produce
each new individual, based on the fitness values, one or more parents are selected for crossover
and mutation: A crossover operation randomly takes and reassembles parts of the selected parents,
whereas a mutation operation performs a small random perturbation of one individual. The newly
born offsprings are then evaluated; finally, a ranking of offspring (and parent) individuals is performed,
so that those individuals with the larger possibility of leading to the optimality survive and are selected
as the offspring population. The iteration continues until certain termination criterion, e.g., a limit of
computation time, fitness-evaluation number, or generation number, is reached.
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Selection, crossover and mutation are three genetic operators of evolutionary algorithms for
maintaining local intensification and diversification of the search. Different strategies on these three
aspects lead to a variety of evolutionary algorithms. Selection strategy mainly exerts influence on
population diversity. One commonly used strategy of selection is the (µ + λ)-selection proposed
in evolution strategies [137], where µ and λ, satisfying 1 ≤ µ ≤ λ, denote the sizes of parent and
offspring populations, respectively. Selection ranks the fitness of all µ + λ individuals and takes the
µ best individuals. Depending on the search space and objective function, the crossover and/or the
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mutation may or may not occur in specific instantiations of the algorithm [119,137]. There are different
mechanisms of crossover and mutation. For example, genetic algorithm [138] usually employs bit
strings to represent variables. Besides, differential evolution (DE [139]), mentioned as the fastest
evolution algorithm [139], does not rely on any coding but directly manipulates real-valued or
discrete variables. Basically, for mutation DE adds the weighted difference between two parents’
variable vectors to a third vector, thus the scheme remains completely self-organizing without
using separate probability distribution and has no limitations for implementation compared to other
evolutionary algorithms.

3.2. Applications to Thermal Power Plants

3.2.1. Nonlinearity and Integrity

The optimization problems of thermal energy systems are usually highly constrained and
nonlinear, thus belong to NLP or MINLP. The nonlinearity and integrity may be led to by
thermodynamic properties of working fluids, design and operational characteristics of components,
the investment cost functions of components, energy balance equations, etc. These need to be
well addressed, so that the problems, in the best case, can be transformed to LP or MILP for
deterministic optimizations.

For the properties of working fluids, particularly water and steam (IAPWS-IF97 [140]), the highly
nonlinear exact mathematical formulations can hardly be employed. One direct means incorporates
polynomial approximations of low degrees of nonlinearity at the expense of accuracy [141–145].
However, inaccurate regressions may result frequently in non-applicable “optimal” solutions.

Another approach evaluates the property’s value and associated derivatives of high accuracy
based on reformulated exact formulations or reprocessed steam tables, e.g., TILMedia Suite [146] and
freesteam [147] library. in these libraries, the discontinuities and even jumps of the thermodynamic
properties are smoothed, and the integer variables indicating the state zones are encapsulated.

The nonlinear (or perhaps discrete) thermodynamic (operational) behavior of components can
be properly reformulated. For example, for modeling turbine, alternatives include constant entropy
efficiency model, Willan’s Line [148], Turbine Hardware Model [149] and Stodola ellipse [150]. In those
models, the set of variables which the isentropic efficiency depends on differs, thus the predictions of
the off-design behavior are also different in accuracy. For heat exchangers, the logarithmic mean
temperature difference can be replaced by a refinement of the arithmetic mean [151]. While for mixers,
the discrete equality nonlinear relationship of the flow pressures between inlets and outlet can be either
relaxed as an inequality nonlinear constraint [152] or linearized by introducing additional integer
variables [153].

The investment cost functions are always needed if an economic objective is involved in the
optimization. A cost function links the purchased equipment cost of one component with its key
characteristic variables and associated flow parameters; thus, the function may be of high nonlinearity.
To cope with this, cost functions are usually reformulated with separable terms of each variable, which
are subsequently piecewise linearized with the aid of integer SOS2 variables [154].

Continuous nonconvex bilinear term (ν1·ν2) is another common source of nonlinearity, e.g., the
term

.
m·h involved in energy balance equations. This nonconvex nonlinearity is usually handled by a

convex/concave McCormick relaxation [155] or a quadratic reformulation. For the latter approach,
two new variables z1 = (ν1 + ν2)/2 and z1 = (ν1 − ν2)/2 are introduced to replace the bilinear term
with z2

1 − z2
2. The quadratic term can also be further linearized by SOS2 variables.

3.2.2. Scope and Key Results

Given a specific structure of an energy system, the application of optimization on the energy
systems becomes an easy task, since integer variables are seldom involved for a given system layout.
Dated back to half century ago, the first applications of mathematical optimization to thermal power
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plants or steam cycles, i.e., [156,157], were realized by analytical deduction to find the optimal heat-load
distribution among feedwater preheaters, which derived the two well-known methods of equal
increase in feed water enthalpy or temperature. Nowadays, the optimization methods are seldom
used to optimize only the continuous variables in literature, but they are mostly combined with
the optimization of non-continuous or integer variables to be discussed in Section 4, which can be
optimized to bring larger benefits for performance improvement. Thus, the limited relevant references
are summarized in Table 2.

Parametric optimization of steam cycles can be performed by mathematical optimization with
thermodynamic, economic or environmental objectives, e.g., [158], or combining with thermoeconomic
techniques for an economic optimization, e.g., [159,160]. The cost-optimal design of a dry-cooling
system for power plants was investigated in [161] with SQP and relevant decomposition methods,
which showed that with well-structured optimization problem and solving strategy, the direct
optimization of complex problems is not necessary to be time-consuming and difficult. Similar
optimization problem for modern coal-fired power plants is solved in [162] considering more
comprehensively the off-design performance of the whole plant calibrated with historical operating
data, thus potentially yielding practical operating strategies to cope with different operating
scenarios of power plants. The SQP algorithms are also employed in [158] to optimize the steam
cycles considering its interaction with boiler cold-end, which took the steam-extraction pressures as
independent variables to optimize the overall plant efficiency. An efficiency gain of 0.7 percentage
points was achieved. The implementation of the optimization utilized Aspen Plus to simulate the plant
performance with given decision variables.

Combining thermoeconomic techniques for economic optimization, Uche et al. [159] performed
global optimization of a dual-purpose power and desalination plant with cost savings of approximately
11% of the total cost at nominal operating conditions. Similarly, Xiong et al. [160] optimized the
operation of a 300 MW coal-fired power plant using the structural theory of thermoeconomics and
obtained a 2.5% reduction in total annual cost.

Using heuristic methods, particularly genetic algorithms and artificial neural network (ANN),
to optimize thermal power plants is quite late since 2010. In [163], these two algorithms were employed
to optimize the plant efficiency considering 9 design parameters, including the pressure of main and
reheated steam, the pressure of steam extractions. The optimizer employed professional process
simulator for evaluating the plant efficiency at the lower level, while the upper level with GA and
ANN varied the decision variables and optimize the plant efficiency. In this case, the nonlinearity
involved can be handled more efficiently via professional simulators. It is also concluded that the
coupled GA-ANN algorithm can greatly improve the computational performance without loss of
accuracy, thus is suitable for online applications. The optimal plant efficiency from the GA-ANN
algorithm is slightly better than that obtained from mathematical programming approach, indicating
that the heuristics methods may achieve the global optimum. More (ten) decision variables were
considered in [164] to maximize plant efficiency and minimize the total cost rate. One design point
identified showed a 3.76% increase in efficiency and a 3.84% decrease in total cost rate simultaneously,
compared with the actual data of the running power plant. A correlation between two optimum
objective functions and 15 decision variables were investigated with acceptable accuracy using ANN
for decision making.

It should also be mentioned that the “optimization” term has been widely misused in literature.
In many references, e.g., [165,166] for solar thermal power plants, the “optimization” was achieved by
sensitivity analysis.
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Table 2. Summary of the application of optimization to thermal power plants or steam cycles.

Year Authors Application Objective Function Method

1949, 1960 Haywood [156] and Weir [157] Steam cycles Optimal heat-load distribution
of feedwater preheating system Analytical deductions

1998, 2018 Conradie et al. [161], Li et al. [162] Cooling systems for thermal
power plant Cost or net-power increment SQP algorithms

2014 Espatolero et al. [158]
Layouts of feedwater

preheating and flue-gas heat
recovery system

Steam-extraction pressures SQP algorithms

2001, 2012 Uche et al. [159] and Xiong et al. [160] Steam cycles Local cost optimization Quadratic programming (QP)
approximation

2011, 2012 Suresh et al. [163] and Hajabdollahi et al. [164] Coal-fired power plant Plant efficiency and/or cost Genetic algorithm and artificial
neural network
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3.2.3. Limitations

As mentioned above, without the consideration of structural variables, the parametric
optimizations only explore a limited number of design structures. More importantly, the structural
options are generated not in a systematic way. Consequently, the best solutions searched may be far
away from the optimal solution. In the following Section 4, we introduce the optimal synthesis of
energy systems, which specifically copes with such an issue.

4. Synthesis of Energy Systems

The optimization discussed in Section 3 handles only parametric optimization to find the best
design and operational variables; however, the optimization of a process structure (topology), process
synthesis, may contribute more to the improvement of system performances. Process synthesis, namely
complete flowsheet synthesis when performed at an overall system level, deals with the selection of
process structure (topology), i.e., the set of technical components employed and their interconnections.
The optimal synthesis phase usually contributes a major part to achieving the predefined goal or
finding the globally optimal design option [167]. However, optimal synthesis tends to be a tough
task compared to a simple design or operation optimization: It normally takes the design and/or
operation optimization into account in a sequential or simultaneous fashion; moreover, the design
space of structural alternative is basically not known a priori for a complex system, thus a complete,
exact mathematical formulation of the synthesis problem seems not possible [168]. To systematically
address the synthesis of energy and process systems, a vast number of research has been conducted
in this field and methodologically reviewed by many researchers, e.g., [169–172]. Accordingly, the
synthesis methodologies can be basically categorized into three groups, which are complementary
to each other: (a) heuristic methods, (b) targeting or task-oriented methods, and c) mathematical
optimization-based methods.

The heuristic and targeting methods are knowledge-based. The heuristic methods incorporate
rules derived from long-term engineering knowledge and experience. The aims are to propose
“reasonable” initial solutions and improve them sequentially. One influential method in this group is
the hierarchical decision procedure for process synthesis [173], which introduces common concepts for
almost any systematic synthesis method proposed afterward, such as [174,175]. The method explores
the process nature by sequential decomposition and aggregation for further improvement [176] and
has been extended for synthesizing complete flowsheet of the separation system [177]. Other heuristic
rules based methods and practices can be found elsewhere, e.g., [171].

The targeting methods integrate physical principles to obtain, approach and even reach the
targets for the optimal process synthesis. The most widely applied targeting method is the
pinch methodology [178], which is fundamentally developed for the systematic synthesis of HEN.
The method has been extended for complete flowsheet synthesis of total site utility systems [148,179].

To realize automatic and computer-aided synthesis using these guidelines, a number of
knowledge-based expert systems have been developed for various processes and systems, such as
chemical processes [180–182], thermal processes [183–185] and renewable energy supply systems [186].
Expert systems apply various logical inference procedures, e.g., means-end analysis [187] and
case-based reasoning [188], to reproduce engineers’ design maps, thus suggest the best-suited process
for a particular application.

The heuristic and targeting methods are generally effective to quickly identify suboptimal
structural alternatives [171]. However, they are unable to guarantee the optimality, mainly because of
the sequential nature and mathematically non-rigorousness. Thus, much more comprehensive
methods, the mathematical optimization-based methods, have been greatly developed.

The optimization-based methods consider simultaneously the structural options, design and
operation conditions, and perform rigorously with any objective function. In these methods, a synthesis
task is formulated as a mathematical optimization problem with an explicit (superstructure-based) or
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implicit (superstructure-free) representation of considered structural alternatives, among which the
optimal structure is identified.

In the following, the optimization-based synthesis methods are reviewed in more details.
In Section 4.1, superstructure-based synthesis is discussed with superstructure representation,
superstructure generation, modeling and solving methods and strategies. Then, superstructure-free
methods are reviewed in Section 4.2. Finally, the application to thermal power plants are summarized
in Section 4.3.

4.1. Superstructure-Based Synthesis

The superstructure explicitly defines a priori structural space to mathematically formulate the
synthesis problems. The superstructure concept was first proposed by Duran and Grossmann [189]
to describe the outer approximation algorithm for solving MINLP, and was initially illustrated for
addressing process synthesis issues in HEN [190]. Later, the synthesis concept was generalized as a
systematical superstructure-based synthesis method [132,191,192], which has been widely applied to
a multitude of process synthesis with different levels of detail, such as HEN [193,194], separation
and distillation sequences [195], water networks [196], polygeneration process [197], steam utility
systems [142,198], and thermal power plants [199–202].

The superstructure-based synthesis aims at locating the optimal solution from all possible
alternatives embedded in the superstructure, which represents all considered components and
the possible links. The fundamental basis of the superstructure-based synthesis involves three
aspects: superstructure representation and generation, superstructure modeling and mathematical
optimization of the problem.

4.1.1. Superstructure Representation

A (super)structure can be presented in forms of string, connectivity matrix or graph,
such as digraph, signal-flow graph, P-graph (for these three types, see [203]) and S-graph [204].
The string-based representation is favorable for applying replacement rules (grammars), such as in
a string rewriting system [205] for HEN [206]; however, the grammars tend to be too complicated
for presenting detailed flowsheets. The connectivity matrix, digraph and signal-flow graph are
only suitable for process analysis, e.g., the matrix representation in the structural theory of
thermoeconomics [67], but may become ambiguous for variable structures. P-graph [196] represents
the structure of a process (system) in a unique and mathematically rigorous form, while S-graph is
more suitable for representing a detailed flowsheet. Current software status (see [207]) allows for the
modular graphical representation of a flowsheet, e.g., [208,209].

4.1.2. Superstructure Generation

For most applications, the superstructure considers only a limited number of promising
alternatives, which may be generated by knowledge-based methods, such as heuristic rules [175,177]
and thermodynamic insights [174,210]. Great efforts, e.g., [211], have been made to enhance
user-friendly generation. However, the generation procedure usually requires trivial manual
interactions and specifications. More importantly, many good alternatives may be left out of the
solution space spanned by the superstructure.

In principle, an excessively large superstructure can include as many good alternatives as possible.
However, it may encompass also a large number of meaningless or even infeasible alternatives,
which potentially lead to the forbiddingly large computational effort, as the computation complexity
and difficulty of the optimal synthesis problems almost always increase exponentially with the
number of components considered in the superstructure [185,203,212]. In addition, for realistic
problems, the number of structural alternatives tends to be very large, e.g., over 109 structural
enumerations for the feed-water preheating train of thermal power plants [213]. Considering the
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current computation capability of mathematical programming, it is basically not possible to take all
possible alternatives into account.

To cope with some of these fundamental problems, many systematic or even algorithmic
generation of superstructure have been developed. Toward systematic generation, there are stage-wise
synheat superstructure for HEN [214], multi-level hierarchical aggregation [175,215,216], state-task
and state-equipment network [217] for process systems, or decision tree [213,218] for power plants.

The algorithmic generation of superstructure automatically and systematically ignores structurally
infeasible structures. The most prominent algorithms [219,220] are based on the P-graph representation.
The P-graph framework explores the combinatorial nature of considered technical components and
minimizes the number of components in the maximal structure [219]. Therefore, the complexity of the
superstructure is reduced. The P-graph framework was originally proposed for synthesizing chemical
processes and has been deployed to a wide range of synthesis problems (see [221]). The detailed
implementation of the framework is introduced by Bertok et al. [209]. The disadvantage of the original
framework, however, is that multiple redundant instances of one type of technical components are not
considered. Recently, a combinatorial algorithm was proposed to add necessary redundancy of supply
chains [222].

To enable the automated synthesis of distributed energy supply systems, Voll et al. [223] proposed
a superstructure generation algorithm based on the P-graph framework. The algorithm first generates
a maximal structure considering all feasible types of components. Then, the maximal structure is
successively expanded by adding multiple redundant components, which is achieved by manipulating
the connectivity matrix. However, limited by the matrix representation, the connections of the newly
added redundant component are identical to the already existing component of the same type.

Although these methods make superstructure generation an easy task for certain processes, there
are more challenges for complex energy systems: A complex flowsheet comprises only several types of
components, which indicates that multiple redundant components are always involved with different
connections. Additionally, one task may be fulfilled by several sequentially or parallelly connected
components of the same or different types. Thus, it seems these generation methods are not adequate
for such applications.

4.1.3. Superstructure-Based Modeling and Solving

The superstructure is usually modeled by introducing binary selection variables to allow
the activation/deactivation of each considered component, as reviewed in [122,131,168]. Such
superstructure-based problems are generalized as MILP, MINLP or GDP:

min
s,d,o

f (s, d, o), (20)

s.t.h(s, d, o) = 0, (21)

g(s, d, o) ≤ 0, (22)

s ∈ {0, 1}n, (23)

where the vector s contains n binary structural variables indicating the (non-)existence of components
for design synthesis and the on/off-state of components (when involving operation synthesis).
Note that a superstructure can be formulated at different levels of details [131]: (a) aggregate models
concerning only major features like energy balance [190] (b) short-cut models considering simple
nonlinear models for component performance and (c) rigorous models involving detailed modeling of
component performance [143,224]. The solving algorithms have been introduced in Section 3.1.

Since the whole model is usually difficult and expensive to solve, many speedup techniques
have been developed for different applications. For instance, several decomposition methods,
e.g., [48,214,225,226], can partition the superstructure into several subproblems of smaller size. Another
approach implicitly indicates the existence of considered components by using continuous variables,
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e.g., use zero mass flow rate to bypass the components for non-existence [227,228]. In this way, the
discrete decision variables are eliminated, and the synthesis problems are reformulated to continuous
optimization problems; while, the quality of local solutions highly depends on initial specifications.

For addressing the global optimization with many discrete decision variables, hybrid algorithms
combining metaheuristic algorithms and mathematical programming (memetic algorithm) become
popular. For example, Urselmann et al. [229] proposed a two-level memetic algorithm, where the upper
level the integrity constraints and discontinuous cost functions are handled by genetic algorithm, while
in the lower level continuous sub-problems are efficiently solved by robust solvers of mathematical
programming for state variables [230].

4.2. Superstructure-Free Synthesis

The fundamental problems of superstructure-based optimization remain: On the one hand, good
alternatives (particularly, the optimal solution) might be excluded from the superstructure, while on
the other hand, many meaningless or even infeasible alternatives may be considered. To overcome
these problems, superstructure-free approaches apply metaheuristic algorithms to explore a practically
unconstrained solution space, which is not limited a priori by a superstructure model.

In fact, back to 1970s, Stephanopoulos and Westerberg [231] have outlined a crucial view of the
evolutionary synthesis: Given an initial structure and rules to systematically adjust the structure
with small changes, an effective strategy applying the rules produces neighbor structures and
thus “enumerates” all feasible structures, in which the optimal structure lies. Based on this idea,
Seader and Westerberg [232] synthesized a simple separation sequence. Modern superstructure-free
approaches apply metaheuristic algorithms, which perform “intelligently” and stochastically, thus
many unpromising structures are not considered. Two-level hybrid algorithms are always involved:
the upper level manipulates the structural representation (e.g., S-graph, see Section 4.1.1) for generating
structurally feasible structures, while the lower-level evaluates the generated structures.

min
σ

f (s(σ), d, o) σ ∈ Σ, (24)

s.t. min
d,o

f (s(σ), d, o), (25)

where the term of σ is solution structure evolved by mutation. The term of Σ is the space of all
structure alternatives that can be possibly reached by repeated structural mutation. To exploit the
bi-level formulation, the superstructure-free optimization employs a hybrid algorithm combining
an evolutionary algorithm for the upper level with deterministic optimization for the lower level.
The upper-level evolutionary algorithm generates structural alternatives s, i.e., units-selection and
interconnections among the employed units, while each alternative generated by the upper level is
then optimized deterministically in the lower level, i.e., identification of optimal sizing d and operation
o of the employed units. The structural decisions s are not explicitly modeled in a superstructure,
but the structures are evolved with the new structural alternatives σ generated by an evolutionary
algorithm.

For HEN synthesis, Fraga [206] proposed a set of grammars for string representations to add
heat exchangers and split streams. With a string rewriting system, the genetic algorithm can generate
complex networks. Toffolo [233] proposed a more flexible graph representation, with which genetic
algorithms were used to perform the insertion and deletion of the heat exchanger, and swaps of hot
and cold sides of two heat exchangers. However, these approaches are tailored to HEN synthesis.

Wright et al. [234] performed both mutation and crossover to heating, ventilating and air
conditioning system for an evolutionary synthesis. The mutation swaps two randomly selected
components or their interconnections, while the crossover allows the offsprings inheriting structural
properties and technical specifications from two parents either separately or in an equal measure.
However, this approach is basically incapable of being extended to other applications.
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Toffolo [235] proposed a hybrid algorithm, which is further developed as SYNTHSEP [236]
approach for complete flowsheet synthesis of thermal power plants. The approach decomposes a
thermal system into the heat transfer section and the remaining parts (basic configuration) by a heat
separation decomposition [237]. The algorithm sequentially synthesizes the basic configuration by
genetic algorithm and SQP, and the heat transfer section by pinch method.

Emmerich et al. [204] proposed an S-graph based genetic algorithm making total flowsheet
synthesis of energy and process systems more flexible. A set of symmetric replacement rules for
generating the closest neighboring structures are defined as minimal moves, such as insert a heater
parallel to an existing heater or swap a by-product stream with a recycle stream. The minimal move
mutation operator recognizes existing patterns, such as one component or a set of components, and
replaces them with similar patterns according to the replacement rules; while the crossover operator
recognizes and swaps the subsystems in the parents, which possess the same function and similar
connection patterns. This approach has been applied to chemical process [204,238] and thermal power
plant [239]; however, the major problem lies in the problem-specific replacement rules, which largely
limit its extendibility. To cope with this problem, Voll et al. [240] and Wang et al. [241,242] further
developed this approach by combing an energy conversion hierarchy (ECH), which allows for generic
replacement rules.

4.3. Applications

4.3.1. Superstructure-Based Synthesis

The applications of superstructure-based concepts for various thermal power plants are
summarized in Table 3. For these identified references, different types of structural representations
were employed: decision tree, graph theory, predefined superstructure, algorithmically-generated
superstructure of steam cycles with multiple pressure levels.

Regarding the use of decision tree, Hellermeier et al. [213] investigated the design synthesis of
feedwater preheater train of thermal power plants via genetic and stochastic optimization techniques.
The structural alternatives are represented by (modified) decision trees (as a type of superstructure) to
consider the hierarchical parameter dependencies, and a set of rules are defined to find a feasible layout
(a tuple of values of decision variables). Once the decision variables are selected, there will be a run
through the decision tree with a set of predefined rules to collect and ensure the dependent variables
for matching the chosen decision variables. Two solving strategies are tested and compared to
cope with structural variables: (1) bi-level hierarchical method with the upper-level algorithms
handling structural variables and the lower-level SQP algorithm addressing continuous variables,
and (2) single-level evolutionary method with appropriately adapted genetic algorithms handling
simultaneously structural and continuous variables. Two case studies with 8 and 26 discrete variables
respectively are employed to compare the two solving strategies. It was found that, for both case
studies, the one-level evolutionary algorithm performed slightly better with better objective value
found and fewer iterations (computational time). The optimal system layouts found by both methods
differed from each other. It was also concluded that varying plant layouts had a more prominent effect
on the values of objective function than the optimization solving only continuous variables.

Regarding the use of graph theory, Grekas and Frangopoulos [200] employed nodes and edges to
represent component and streams (connection), and stored the topology of the graphs as digraph of
the data structure. The mathematical models of the components are automatically added to the
optimization problem by object-oriented programming, once the components are used. With a
parametric representation of component usage and connection, a plant layout can be automatically
generated with the corresponding mathematical model formed. Then, binary trees for mass and energy
balance as well as a digraph for pressure hierarchy are generated to introduce splitting ratios of mass
and energy at each node and the pressure of each connection as decision variables to form a feasible
process. The optimization is reported to be efficient, less than 5 min for the considered examples.
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Table 3. Summary of the applications of superstructure-based synthesis of thermal power plants/steam cycles.

Year Author Application Structural
Representation Platform or Solving Method/Technique Multi-Level

2000 Hillermeier et al. [213] Feedwater preheater train Modified decision tree Bi-level hierarchical method with SQP;
one-level evolutionary optimization

√
/×

2007 Grekas et al. [200] Gas-fired combined cycle Graph theory Object-oriented programming and
application programming interface ×

2010 Ahadi-Oskui et al. [201,202] Combined-cycle-based
cogeneration plant Directly-coded in GAMS Outer approximation and branch-and-cut ×

2014 Wang et al. [208,243] Coal-fired power plants Graphical flowsheet Commercial simulator,
differential evolution ×

2018 Maréchal and Kalitventzeff [244],
Kermani et al. [245], Wallerand et al. [246]

(Organic) Rankine cycle,
steam network, heat

pump network
Algorithmic generation AMPL, Integer cut

√
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Regarding the use of predefined superstructure, it can be represented (i) directly coded via
mathematical programming languages [201,202], e.g., AMPL and GAMS, which can easily form a graph
with the set data type, or (ii) graphically in professional simulators, e.g., [208,243]. The directly-coded
superstructure allows simultaneous solving of structural and continuous variables, if the component
models and thermodynamic properties of material flows are properly formulated. While the graphical
superstructure via simulators is usually integrated into a bi-level solving procedure, where the
upper-level iteratively updates the value of decision variables and the lower-level forms a specific
structure from the superstructure and employs the simulator to obtain the objective functions.
The benefits of such bi-level optimization are efficient solving of nonlinear processes. In [202],
a superstructure of gas-fired combined cycle was coded in GAMS and solved with the proposed
LaGO solver, which generates a convex relaxation of the MINLP and applies a Branch and Cut
algorithm to the convex relaxation. It was concluded that, for the optimal design of combined cycle,
the focus should be set on the configuration of the steam cycle with the consideration of process steam
extraction, which defined the complexity of the design problem. In [208,243] the superstructure of
steam cycle considers up to 10 feedwater preheaters and a secondary steam turbine and was solved
with differential evolution, which handles both the structural and continuous variables. The effects of
temperature and pressure of main and reheat steam on the plant efficiency were investigated with the
optimization of steam-extraction pressure and mass flowrate. Some design guidelines were found to
support future plant design. The disadvantages of such predefined superstructure are mainly the poor
extendibility and the risk of leaving many good alternatives out of consideration; therefore, there are
no other applications in this category found for thermal power plants.

For the use of algorithmically-generated superstructure of steam cycle, the most representative and
applied is the steam network routine continuously developed by the group of Industrial Process and
Energy Systems Engineering at EPFL, following the original idea published in [244]. The steam network
is a part of the flagship tool OSMOSE for the optimal conceptual design of industrial processes and
energy systems. OSMOSE can flexibly plug-in customized energy technologies to be considered and
have been applied to solve various optimization problems with multiple trade-off solutions, e.g.,
biomass utilization [247,248], energy storage systems [5,249]. The bi-level architecture of OSMOSE is
given in Figure 7: The upper (master) level employs evolutionary algorithms to handle the nonlinear
variables, with whose values the lower (slave) level prepares the input data with AMPL (AMPL
coded superstructure and the corresponding mathematical model for mass and energy balance, utility
selection and sizing, heat cascade calculation etc.) and solves the optimization regarding various
objective functions (e.g., capital or operational expenses) with CPLEX or Gurobi. The objective values
are returned to the upper level for solution comparison and selection. The advantages of OSMOSE
platform include (1) easy coupling of professional simulators (e.g., Aspen Plus) to address complex
processes, (2) allowing flowsheet decomposition/reuse and easy extension of technology (flowsheet)
library, (3) integration of mathematically-formulated heat cascade calculation, (4) integer programming
to consider optimal selection of utilities, (5) easy handling of multiple objective functions.
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For the steam network implemented in OSMOSE, the superstructure of steam turbine network is
generated based on the predefined pressure levels at the upper level: For any pressure level i, a steam
turbine is added between the pressure level i and any lower pressure level j with the calculation of
intensive parameters (temperature, pressure and enthalpy) for each pressure level. Sometimes, a steam
cycle only allows steam expansion between two neighboring pressure levels, which can be readily
considered. At each pressure level, steam can be heated up to a higher temperature before expanding to
the lower pressure level, or can be extracted as process steam for other processes or providing heat
for the steam cycle itself. With such a bi-level algorithm, the MINLP of steam-network synthesis is
converted to MILP at the lower level. Therefore, the decision variables are pressure levels, superheating
degree (steam temperature at each pressure levels), subcooling temperature of the condensation level
at the upper level, and the use and sizes of steam turbines and steam extractions at the lower level.
The synthesis of steam network can be solved together with the sequential synthesis of heat exchanger
networks, developed in [250], which can yield a specific layout of thermal power plants. Internally, the
flexibility and effectiveness of steam network have been tested and improved to investigate modern
coal-fired power plants with CO2 capture technologies; however, there have been no published
references coping with thermal power plants. The steam network can also be employed as a utility
to enhance the process integration and has been adapted for organic Rankine cycle [245] and heat
pumping network [246]. The computational effort of each run of the lower-level optimization is
mainly due to (1) the evaluation of thermodynamic properties and (2) the solving of the MILP problem.
Each run of the lower level for a steam cycle with 8 pressure levels would take several seconds and
the whole optimization for both levels can take several hours with the time mostly consumed at the
lower level.

4.3.2. Superstructure-Free Synthesis

For the superstructure-free synthesis of steam cycles, there are only two methods developed
as mentioned before, i.e., the SYNTHSEP method [236,251] and the ECH-based method [241,242],
as summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of the applications of superstructure-free synthesis for thermal power
plants/steam cycles.

Year Author Application
Platform or

Solving
Method/Technique

Multi-Level

2007–present
Toffolo, Lazzaretto,

and et al.
[233,235,236,251]

Thermal power
plant

Genetic algorithm
and SQP

√

2015–present Wang et al. [241,242] Thermal power
plant

Energy conversion
hierarchy

√

(1) The SYNTHSEP method

The SYNTHSEP method was developed on the basis of HEATSEP method [237], which disaggregates
existing energy system configurations into elementary thermodynamic cycles and identifies
temperatures that can be varied (decision variables) in the design optimization, as illustrated in
Figure 8. The SYNTHSEP method is kind of reversed version of HEATSEP as a bottom-up procedure
to generate optimized system configurations by aggregation of elementary thermodynamic cycles.
An elementary thermodynamic cycle is composed of four elementary processes, i.e., compression,
heating, expansion and cooling. Many elementary cycles can be combined to form a basic system
configuration automatically, as illustrated in Figure 9 with 2 elementary cycles sharing one
thermodynamic process. Once a basic configuration is generated with the introduced mixers and
splitters, thermal cut (as shown in Figure 8 right) can be placed to consider heat integration.
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Figure 9. The configurations generated with two elementary cycles sharing one thermodynamic
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A bi-level hybrid algorithm is employed to find the optimal configuration with design variables:
the upper-level evolutionary algorithm searches the configuration space and generates candidate
configurations, which is further evaluated by the lower level traditional algorithm with SQP. The
lower level searches for the optimal value of the objective function(s) by varying the only mass flow
rates of the two elementary cycles of the Basic System Configuration, under the heat transfer feasibility
constraint in the associated black-box, as shown in Figure 8. Therefore, each solution ends up with the
topology and the design parameters (the optimum values of the temperatures, pressures and mass
flow rates at the boundaries of the heat transfer black-box). However, to form a complete flowsheet,
heat exchanger network has to be designed according to the techniques suggested by pinch analysis.

The SYNTHSEP method has been applied to various optimization problems for (organic) Rankine
cycles and steam cycles [235,236]. It has been illustrated that different configurations can be efficiently
generated and optimized, e.g., Figure 10 for steam cycles.
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(2) The ECH-based method

The advantage of the ECH-based method is that it handles heat exchangers simultaneously with
the change of pressure levels, which is not handled in the SYNTHSEP method. The algorithmic
generation of a specific plant structure is achieved according to the energy conversion hierarchy and
six generic replacement rules to change the plant structure. An ECH classifies the energy conversion
technologies and links the technologies with the technological functions and replacement rules,
as illustrated in Figure 11 for thermal power plants. There are three levels in an ECH: The meta,
function and technology levels. Nodes at the meta-level represent the replacement rules. Nodes at
the technology level represent specific energy conversion technologies. The connecting nodes on the
function level classify energy conversion technologies according to their main functions (solid line)
and types of drive (dashed line). With the ECH, it can be clearly shown that which replacement rules
are applicable to a considered technology. Six replacement and insertion rules are finalized in the
ECH-based method for thermal power plants:

a. Remove one component with all of its interconnections.
b. Remove one component and short-circuit all of its interconnections.
c. Delete one component and insert another component.
d. Delete one component and insert a parallel connection of two other components.
e. Delete one component and insert a serial connection of two other components.
f. Insert one component by replacing the technology-related stream.
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A bi-level solving procedure is employed: an evolutionary algorithm for the upper level with
deterministic optimization for the lower level. The upper-level knowledge-integrated evolutionary
algorithm, which is specifically tuned to flexibly integrate the ECH and replacement-insertion rules,
generates structural alternatives from given structures, while each alternative generated by the upper
level is then optimized deterministically in the lower level, i.e., GAMS used in [241,242].

The ECH-based method has been tested with simple Rankine cycles [241] and employed for
solving complex problems [242]. It was found that the ECH-based method is an effective means to
explore the design space, with a stable and high rate of the generation of structurally-feasible structures,
even for highly complex problems. An example is given in Figure 12: starting from an initial flowsheet
(a) with 4 feedwater preheaters and thermal efficiency of 46.49%, an optimal structure shown in
(b) is featured with 8 feedwater preheaters, 2 reheaters, 2 de-superheaters, and a secondary turbine
supplying steam for one feedwater preheater.
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Figure 12. The original structure and one optimal structure found by the ECH-based method [242].

The computational effort is enormous due to the involvement of an evolutionary algorithm.
For the complex problems tested in [242], the total time took several days. However, high-quality
near-optimal solutions are generated already early in course of searching for the optimal solution.
Also, the automatic structural generation without engineers’ attendance makes the large computation
effort acceptable.
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5. Multi-Objective Optimization

In Sections 3 and 4, the optimization of energy systems is discussed with one objective function.
However, many energy-system synthesis and design problems are multi-objective in nature, and they
have conflicting objectives such as conversion efficiency, profit, cost of the system and environmental
impacts [252]. A multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem is formulated as follows:

min
x

f (x) = ( f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fk(x))T, (26)

s.t. x ∈ X, g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0, (27)

where the vector x (x ∈ Rn) denoting n independent decision variables in the feasible solution space X.
The vector f represents k objective functions fk : Rn → R1 . g(x) and h(x) are respectively inequality
and equality constraints in the optimization problem.

Often, an MOO problem has many optimal solutions, known as non-dominated or Pareto-optimal
solutions, which represent trade-offs among conflicting objectives. Two solutions are non-dominated
to each other if the first solution is better than the second solution in at least one objective, and also the
second solution is better than the first solution in at least one other objective. In other words, a solution
becomes non-dominated or Pareto solution x̂: (1) there is no other feasible solution x which is better in
all objective functions, f (x) ≤ f (x̂), (2) fi(x) < fi(x̂) for at least one objective function.

There have been many algorithms developed to generate Pareto fronts: classical methods
(e.g., weighted sum method [253], ε-constraint method [254] and normalized normal constraint
method [255]) and metaheuristic methods based on population-based metaheuristics [256], such as
genetic algorithm, genetic programming, evolutionary strategy, evolutionary programming and
differential evolution [257,258]. These techniques support exploration at the beginning of the search
and exploitation towards the end of the search.

This section is organized as follows: In Section 5.1, main-stream multi-objective optimization
techniques are introduced with an emphasis on evolutionary algorithms. Then, Section 5.2 summarized
the applications to thermal power plants with major contributions.

5.1. Multi-Objective Optimization Techniques

5.1.1. The Weighted Sum Method

MOO problems usually can be converted into single objective optimization (SOO) problems,
which can be further solved using deterministic optimization methods such as branch-and-bound or
sequential quadratic programming. The simplest technique for converting an MOO problem into an
SOO problem is the weighted sum method:

min
x

f (x) =
k

∑
i=1

wi· fi(x), (28)

s.t. x ∈ X, g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0, (29)

Each objective fi is weighted by the positive weighting factors wi (∑k
i=1 wi = 1) to form a

super-objective f with inequality and equality constraints (g and h). The weighting factors can be
adjusted via the preferences of decision makers or systematically, algorithmically to generate a series of
small optimization problems, which can be solved one by one to find the Pareto solutions.

5.1.2. The ε-Constraint Method

In the ε-constraint method, one primary objective function is chosen, and other objective functions
are converted to inequality constraints. It splits the objective function space into many sub-spaces by
introducing additional inequality constraints from other objective functions. There could be many
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sub-spaces depending upon the ε values for other objective functions. Hence, ε-constraint method
transforms a MOO problem into several SOO problems. The optimal solution of each SOO problem
gives one Pareto solution. The generic ε-constraint method is formulated as follows:

min
x

f (x) = fi(x), ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . k, (30)

s.t. f j(x) ≤ εj,p, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . k; j 6= i; p = 1, 2, . . . n, (31)

x ∈ X, g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0. (32)

For bi-objective optimization problem, a graphical representation of the ε-constraint method
is shown in Figure 13. First of all, two anchor solutions (µ̂1 and µ̂2) are obtained by individually
minimizing objective functions 1 and 2. Then, objective function space is divided into many subspaces
by introducing bounds on objective function 1, e.g., ε1, ε2, ε3 and εn. The solution of each SOO problem
gives one Pareto solution, e.g., s1 for ε1 and s2 for ε2. The ε-constraint method performs effectively,
and the quality of the Pareto front obtained depends on the slope (shape) of the Pareto front and the
division of the objective space: The higher the front slope, the denser the division should be to obtain
evenly-spread Pareto solutions (Figure 13). Hence, the value of ε has to be successively modified for
each division of objective function space to find high-quality Pareto front. In case of more than two
objectives, the selection of ε values becomes difficult to obtain a Pareto front with good spread.
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5.1.3. The Normalized Normal Constraint Method

The normalized normal constraint (NNC) method [255] generates evenly-spaced Pareto solutions.
NNC introduces normal to Utopia line to divide objective function space (Figure 14) instead of vertical
lines in ε-constraint method (Figure 13). µ̂1 and µ̂2 are the anchor points obtained be successively
minimizing objective functions 1 and 2, respectively. After obtaining the anchor points, Utopia line
is defined by connecting both anchor points. The Utopia line is divided into several evenly spread
points, i.e., µ1-µ5. NNC incorporates an additional inequality constraint by adding a normal line to
the Utopia line, e.g., NU1 for µ1 and NU2 for µ2. In other words, NNC method transforms a MOO
problem into several SOO problems. For each SOO problem, the objective function space above the
corresponding normal line is the feasible region, and remaining objective function space becomes the
infeasible region. The optimal solution of each SOO problem is a Pareto solution, e.g., s1-s5. NNC
method is able to generate a set of well-distributed Pareto solutions, even those on the non-convex
regions of the Pareto front.
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5.1.4. Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization Algorithms (EMOAs)

Among modern metaheuristics, evolutionary algorithms have a tremendous advantage in solving
MOO problems. There are several EMOAs, such as the elitist non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
or NSGA-II [259], S-merit selection EMOA [260], the strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm or
SPEA2 [261], the Pareto envelope-based selection algorithm or PESA [262], multi-objective genetic
algorithm or MOGA-II [263], multi-objective messy GA or MOMGA [264]. In the following paragraphs,
widely used NSGA-II is described in detail.

The NSGA-II algorithm works as described in Figure 15: initialization of population, selection of
solution or individual for reproduction operation, crossover and mutation operations, individual
selection for the next generation, and the search termination criterion. Initially, a population of NP
individuals is randomly generated inside decision variables bounds. Then, two individuals from the
current population are selected using binary tournament, and two new individuals are generated by
crossover and mutation operations. If there is a decision variable violation for new individual, then that
decision variable is randomly generated inside the bounds. In this way, new individuals are generated
and then combined with the current/parent population. NSGA-II applies a fast non-dominated
sorting of the combined population to assign non-domination ranks to all individuals or solutions. For
each solution i in the combined population, the number of solutions that dominate solution i (ni) are
calculated. Solution with ni = 0 are identified as the best Pareto front, Fr. Then, the solutions in the
best Pareto front are removed from the combined population, and next Pareto fronts (Fr+1, Fr+2, etc.)
are identified by repeating the procedure.

For constrained MOO problems, feasibility approach is used to rank the solutions in the combined
population. If any of the following conditions is true, then solution i is dominating solution j:

• Both solutions are feasible, and fi(x) < f j(x) for all objective functions.

• Solution i is feasible and solution j is infeasible.
• Both solutions are infeasible, but solution i has a smaller number of violated constraints (and lesser

total absolute constraint violation if both have the same number of violated constraints) compared
to solution j.

Solutions from the best Pareto fronts (Fr, Fr+1, Fr+2, etc.) are selected for the subsequent
generation. If all solutions of a Pareto front cannot be selected, then crowding distances (δ) are
calculated for each solution, and the least crowded solutions are selected to complete the new solutions
for the next generation. NSGA-II calculates crowding distance of solutions for estimating their densities.
For each objective function fm, the solutions in the Pareto front are sorted in a descending order, and
solutions with the largest and smallest objective function values are specified with an infinity crowding
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distances. For each remaining solution i, its crowding distance with respect to the objective function
fm is defined by its two neighbor solutions: δm(xi) = fm(xi−1) − fm(xi+1). Therefore, crowding
distance of a solution with k objective functions: δ(xi) = ∑k

m=1 δm(xi). Iterations are repeated for the
maximum number of generations (MNG).
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5.2. Applications

There have been many studies on MOO of thermal energy systems, which are mainly focused on
the thermodynamic (e.g., energy and exergy efficiency, primary energy-saving ratio, thermal efficiency,
electric efficiency, total avoidable exergy destruction rate), economic (e.g., NPV, total cost rate, annual
gross profit, annualized cost per unit) and environmental (CO2 equivalent, pollution damage cost)
objective functions. Table 5 summarizes recent MOO studies on the power plants or power-generation
systems. The references mostly employ certain multi-objective optimization algorithm to solve specific
problems without a significant methodology development. Considering the differences among the
considered problems, these references are not be discussed in detail here but are summarized with the
following findings:
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Table 5. Summary of MOO studies on energy system optimization.

Year Authors Applications Objective Functions MOO Method

2010 Liu et al. [265] Methanol/electricity
polygeneration plant NPV, CO2 equivalent ε-constraint

2004 Lazzaretto and Toffolo [266] Thermal system design Total cost rate, exergetic efficiency,
pollution damage cost MOEA

2010 Kavvadias and Maroulis [267] Trigeneration (electricity, heat, cold)
generation system

NPV, primary energy savings ratio,
emission reduction ratio MOEA

2012 Fazlollahi et al. [268] Complex energy system Total cost, CO2 emission EMOA and
ε-constraint method

2014,2016 Wang et al. [242,269] Thermal power plant Thermal efficiency and
cost of electricity MOEA

2017 Chen et al. [270] Nuclear power plant Primary flow rate, weight Hybrid NSGA-II

2017 Gimelli et al. [271] Organic Rankine cycle power plant Electric efficiency, overall heat
exchangers area MOGA-II

2015 Boyaghchi and Molaie [272] Combined cycle power plant Total avoidable exergy destruction
rate, CO2 emission NSGA-II

2016,2017 Yao et al. [273,274]
Combined cooling, heating and

power based compressed air
energy storage system

Total product unit cost,
exergy efficiency MODE

2011 Avval et al. [275] Gas turbine power plant Exergy efficiency, total cost rate,
CO2 emission NSGA-II

2013 Gutierrez-Arriaga et al. [276] Steam power plant Annual gross profit, GHG
emissions ε-constraint

2011 Hajabdollahi et al. [277] Heat recovery steam generator Annualized cost per unit of steam,
exergy efficiency NSGA-II

2006 Li et al. [278] Combined cycle power plant Cost of electricity, CO2 emission
rate MOEA

2009 Sayyaadi et al. [279] Cogeneration system Exergetic efficiency, cost rate of
products, pollution damage cost MOEA

2016 Gonzalez-Bravo et al. [280] Power plant and water
distribution network Profit, GHG emission ε-constraint
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(1) The trade-off

The trade-off between thermodynamic and economic objective functions usually follows the one
illustrated in Figure 16. With an increase in plant efficiency, the fuel cost is reduced but the investment
cost increases, which results in a V-shaped profile of total cost with an economic minimum point.
The Pareto front starts from the economic minimum point and reaches the maximum efficiency point.
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The thermodynamic and environmental objectives usually are not with a trade-off relationship,
since increasing efficiency will reduce the fuel consumption, usually leading to lower emission,
particularly for fossil-fuel based energy systems. However, trade-off may exist between the economic
and environmental objectives following the fuel cost vs. efficiency (emission) as shown in Figure 16:
the decrease in cost may possibly increase the pollutant emission, as revealed in [268].

(2)The algorithms and solution quality

As shown in Table 5, the dominating algorithms (over 80%) applied to energy systems are EA,
due to the black-box evaluation of nonlinear objective functions and the smoothness of the Pareto fronts.
For most cases, a sole evolutionary algorithm is enough to generate high-quality solutions; however,
sometimes, the decision-making might be conservative to choose more stable sub-optimal solutions.
In such a situation, mathematical programming methods are employed to effectively generate nearby
solutions, e.g., by adding integer cut constraints (ICC) [268,276,280].

(3) Computational time

The EA is more effective for searching a Pareto optimal set and nearby solutions, while the ICC
combined with the ε constraint is more time-consuming, since it needs to generate most solutions in
the feasible space. However, if we only want to obtain a limited number of ordered solutions, then the
ICC is powerful and fast [268]. The computational time for EA can be reduced by parallel computation,
but not for the ICC method, since generating a new solution with ICC totally depends on previous
ones consequently no possibility of using parallel computation [268].

6. Comparison and Perspectives

In the following, a straightforward comparison of the implementation of the identified
methodologies to thermal power plants is given first and then future perspectives are provided
as a further discussion.

6.1. Comparison of the Identified Methodologies

Considering the current activity and comprehensive impact of the introduced methodology,
we highlight the following for thermal power plants: SPECO and advanced exergy-based analysis
(analysis method), steam network in OSMOSE (superstructure-based synthesis), SYNTHSEP and
ECH-based methods (superstructure-free synthesis). The features of these selected methods are
compared in Table 6.
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Table 6. Comparisons between the methodologies for the analysis and synthesis of thermal power plants.

Terms Exergy-Based Analysis Superstructure-Based Superstructure-Free

Name of the selected method SPECO and advanced analysis Steam network in OSMOSE SYNTHSEP ECH-based

Structure space definition Specific structure Superstructure defined by the
number of pressure levels

Elementary cycles and
number of shared processes

ECH and
replacement-insertion rules

Structural generation Fixed structure Algorithmic, fixed
superstructure Algorithmic, evolutionary Algorithmic, evolutionary

Structural evolution algorithm - - EA (mutation, crossover) EA (only mutation)

Total flowsheet - By integrating the synthesis of heat exchanger network
√

Evaluation of objective function Simulation & Solving a linear
equation set

MILP via AMPL with
CPLEX solver MILP by SQP solver NLP via GAMS by

CONOPT3 solver

Num. of meaningless
structures? - Large Small Small

(Near-)optimal solution? ×
√ √ √

Expert knowledge requirement
√

× × ×
Multi-objective trade-offs -

√ √ √

Multi-objective selection
technique - EA EA EA

Computational effort needed
Small < 1 s for each simulation

<10 s for exergoeconomic
analysis

Large (hours) Large (from hours to days) Enormous (several days
for MOO)

Flexibility and extensibility - High High High

Target problems All types Steam cycle and its integration
with all other processes Thermal cycle All types after adaption
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6.2. Future Perspectives

Three directions of future research on evaluation and optimization-based synthesis of thermal
power plants are recommended: real-world designs and retrofits, evaluation and synthesis
methodologies, and good modeling practice.

6.2.1. Real-World Optimal Designs and Retrofits

Usually, the grassroots design of energy systems is addressed but not incorporates off-design
performances of all involved components. This is reasonable for single-purpose (product),
single-source system, as all the employed components are set to operate under partial loads: higher
efficiency at the design load would generally lead to higher efficiency at partial loads.

However, when new energy systems are synthesized for multiple products and/or multiple
sources, or existing energy systems are expected to be further enhanced by introducing new
technologies, the operation-level synthesis must be considered.

For thermal power plants, off-design models for a wide range of technologies, e.g., Stodola ellipse
model [149,281] for large steam turbines, Rabek method for feedwater preheater [282], etc. Sound
mathematical models to predict off-design performances are to be developed for different components.

A flexible system-level superstructure-free synthesis framework, which is capable of coping with
those new challenges when introducing multiple technologies. This approach is expected to extend
the range of its application. For thermal power plants, more available technologies can be included
in the energy conversion hierarchy, for example, Organic Rankine Cycle [283], supercritical CO2

cycle [284], CO2 capture technologies [285,286], solar-thermal utilization technologies [287], energy
storage [288,289], etc. Except for the grassroots design, optimal retrofits of thermal power can be
solved as well by combining well-developed off-design models of all involved technologies.

The design and retrofits of energy systems must consider more realistic (structural) constraints
and objective functions, to ensure that the obtained optimal or near-optimal solutions eventually can
be valid for industrial applications. Unfortunately, practical constraints have not been compressively
considered yet in most research papers. Specifically to thermal power plants, the steam-extraction
pressure for de-aerator should be limited within the range from 5 to 15 bar [213] due to technical
reasons; the pressures of steam extractions are not completely continuous but are constrained by the
turbine design; the secondary turbine which supplies only one steam extractions is less likely to be
implemented in real power plants; the cost functions of all components should be developed with more
available industrial data or with the participation of industrial partners. Only when well-established
objectives are optimized under reasonable real-world constraints could the number, size and operation
mode of each component be well-constrained.

6.2.2. Evaluation and Synthesis Methodologies

Future perspectives on the methodology development concern mainly reasonable estimation
approach for endogenous exergy destructions, effective utilization of valuable results from the
exergy-based analysis, possible combination of analysis methods with automated synthesis approaches,
and further algorithm enhancements of the automatic structural evolutions. A further discussion is
given below:

(a) A more rational way of estimating endogenous exergy destructions

There are still some open fundamental problems for calculating endogenous exergy destructions.
A drawback of the recently developed calculation method [95] (described in Section 2.3.2) is that,
for complex systems, mass flow rates of the streams entering the considered component,
whose endogenous exergy destruction is to be calculated, are difficult to determine, since the
theoretically-operated components are treated as a reversible black box. In fact, the mass-flow
relationships between the streams of the considered component and the black box are hard to
establish reasonable, especially when the splitting and mixing of streams are presented in a flowsheet.
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Moreover, the fundamentals of the means of handling specific exergies of those streams flowing into
the considered component have not been clearly described, particularly for complex systems with, e.g.,
heat-exchanger and steam-turbine trains.

(b) Adaptive structural evolution strategies

These strategies are expected to help further avoid the generation and evaluation of a number of
meaningless structure alternatives. When using genetic algorithms to solve superstructure-based and
superstructure-free problems, there are no fundamental differences in mutating which part of the
structure. It is almost equivalently assumed that, before each evaluation of the generated structure,
the change of any part of the structure would lead to the same effect on the objectives. However,
different components, or more clearly, subsystems, have different impacts on the overall system
performance. The subsystems, which present larger potentials for improving the objectives, should
be given priority to be adjusted. Therefore, proper decomposition methods and adaptive evolution
strategies should be developed or coupled to efficiently evolve the structure. For example, decompose
the whole system into several subsystems ranked regarding their influences on the performance of the
whole system. For another, evolve higher-rank subsystems and estimate their effects on the overall
performance of the system. Consequently, frequent adjustments of the parts of the system structure
that lead to only limited improvement of overall performance can be, to a large extent, suppressed. In
addition, the decomposed subsystems, which are expected to be smaller, easy-to-solve subproblems
out of the whole problem, require much fewer computation efforts to be optimized.

(c) Efficient identification of duplicate structures searched

Although many meaningless structural alternatives can be avoided in the superstructure-free
approach, duplicate meaningful structures are frequently generated. The duplicate structures may
lead to not only huge extra computational time to find the same optimal structure, but also a decrease
in the diversity of the preserved solution structures.

Although a large number of meaningless structural alternatives can be avoided in the
superstructure-free approach, duplicate meaningful structures are frequently generated. The duplicate
structures may lead to not only huge extra computational time to find the same optimal structure,
but also a decrease in the diversity of the preserved solution structures. For complex problems, e.g.,
cost-effective synthesis of thermal power plants, the average evaluation time of an individual structure
can be long (over 20 s). The preserve of identical flowsheets can be suppressed in each mutation
by discarding those offspring solutions with very similar objective values as the parent solution but
generating an offspring solution with a different objective value. However, on the one hand, duplicate
structures are distinguished only after the evaluation of the structures, thus it does not help reduce
the total computation time; on the other hand, duplicate structural alternatives can still be frequently
generated from two independent mutations. Effective algorithms are expected to efficiently identify
whether the generated solution has been evaluated or not in the history of the current structural
evolution. These algorithms would be quite favorable to further enhance the superstructure-free
synthesis approach for synthesizing thermal power plants.

(d) Integration of analysis methods into system synthesis

There is still a large gap between different analysis methods and optimization-based synthesis of
thermal systems. It is expected that the coupling of proper analysis methods would further improve the
performance of automated synthesis approaches, particularly the optimization of structural alternatives.
For example, the thermo-economic functional analysis [50] could formulate the objective functions
in explicit relations with decision variables by the insights into the considered energy system. These
reformulations of objective functions could lead to proper system decompositions and the removals of
surplus intermediate variables and equations. Accordingly, the computational effort for optimizing
the same structural alternative can be reduced. However, currently, these approaches are hardly
applicable to complex problems and, most importantly, fundamentally, they can only support the
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optimal synthesis based on a predefined superstructure so far. There are challenges to automatically
and properly reformulate the objective functions with respect to different system structures.

For the most widely used accounting methods, e.g., SPECO, few references have been published
on employing this analysis information for the parametric optimization; while for structural
improvements engineers’ expertise usually have to be integrated to judge which parts of the analyzed
structure should be modified and how to modify. Thus, for automated optimization-based synthesis,
these accounting methods should probably be employed to rank different subsystems for modification.

A far long way is ahead as well for the developing advanced exergy-based analysis to be a
supportive method of synthesis approach. There have been no available references yet on how to
reasonably use the information from the splitting of exergy destructions and costs for parametric and
structural optimization.

6.2.3. Mathematical Modeling Practice

The bad mathematical formulation may evaluate feasible structures as infeasible solutions, good
structures as bad solutions as the search procedure may be trapped at local optimums. Good modeling
practice, particularly for NLP and MINLP, could help build efficient and sound formulations that
can be solved much faster, easier with less possibility of being trapped locally. Various techniques
are available for good model formulations, such as setting good initial values and bounds of all
variables (including intermediate variables), properly scaling variables and equations, reformulations
(piecewise/polynomial/separable approximations or even linearization) of nonlinear formulations,
convexification of nonconvex formulations, etc. Note the reformulations of nonlinear or nonconvex
equations may lead to the loss of a certain degree of accuracy or even unacceptable optimal solutions,
thus they must be carefully developed and checked before replacing the original formulations.

7. Conclusions

System analysis, synthesis and optimization regarding various objective functions are the key
leveler to enhance the performances of energy systems. For each topic, we first introduced the
fundamentals and methodologies developed in the literature and then summarized their applications
to thermal power plants. Considering current status of existing methodologies, we have emphasized
and compared the following methods with more details: SPECO and advanced exergy-based analysis
for system analysis, steam network for superstructure-based synthesis, and SYNTHSEP and ECH-based
methods for superstructure-free synthesis.

• For system analysis, the advanced exergy-based analyses aim at paving a step further above
traditional exergy analysis to reveal the sources and avoidability of exergy destruction and
costs within different components and their interactions. The related methods are still under
development and remain several fundamental problems to be addressed, e.g., validation of the
splits of exergy dissipation.

• For superstructure-based synthesis, the steam network, incorporating algorithmic generation of
the steam-cycle superstructure for a predefined number of pressure levels and bi-level hybrid
solving algorithm (EA+MILP), is flexible to be employed as standalone thermal power plants or a
utility for process integration. However, the method must combine with superstructure-based
heat exchanger network for synthesizing complete flowsheets.

• For superstructure-free synthesis, both SYNTHSEP and ECH-based method performs evolutionary
structural alternation of given structures based on different concepts. The SYNTHSEP, not for
complete flowsheet synthesis, employs elementary cycles and the share of multiple elementary
cycles, which limits its use for other processes. The ECH-based method can perform total
flowsheet synthesis and can be flexibly extended with well-defined ECH and component
models. Both methods employ bi-level decomposition techniques combining EA and
mathematical programming.
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Future perspectives of methodology development and applications are summarized:

• A straightforward comparison of these chosen methods on a common basis of a benchmarking
problem should be made, since the applications given in literature aimed at solving specific
optimization problems.

• Three directions of method development and implementation are recommended: real-world
designs and retrofits, further methodology development, particularly synthesis methodologies,
and good modeling practice.
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Nomenclature

DE differential evolution
EA evolutionary algorithm
ECH energy conversion hierarchy
GDP generalized disjunctive programming
GRG generalized reduced gradient
HPT high-pressure turbine
ICC Integer cut constraint
IP integer programming
IPT intermedia pressure turbine
LP linear programming
LPT low-pressure turbine
MILP mixed integer linear programming
MINLP mixed integer nonlinear programming
MOO multi-objective optimization
NLP nonlinear programming
NNC normalized normal constraint
SOO single objective optimization
SPECO specific exergy costing
SQP successive quadratic programming
TRR total revenue requirement
.
E exergy flow, MW
d design variable
f objective function
fm objective function
F Pareto front
Fr the best Pareto front
g inequality constraint
h equality constraint; or enthalpy, kJ/kg
.

m mass flow, kg/s
o operational variable
s structural variable
T temperature, °C
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(ν1·ν2) continuous nonconvex bilinear term
w weighting factor
x vector in the feasible solution space
X solution space
z variable to replace the bilinear term
Z investment cost, M$
Greek letters
Σ space of all structure alternatives
δ crowding distance
η efficiency
λ size of offspring population
σ solution structure evolved by mutation
µ size of parent population; or solution
µ̂ anchor solution
ε objective function
Subscripts and superscripts
A average
abs absorption
AV avoidable
D destruction
EN endogenous
EX exogenous
F fuel
i, j, k index
L loss
N independent decision variable
P product
rel release
UN unavoidable
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